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Abstract
In the presence of network externalities, compatibility and tying or bundling of standards may be
employed as strategic tools. This has reportedly been done by, e.g., many competitors in ICT industries.
It remains, however, less clear which mechanisms exactly are exploited and in what way. The present
paper investigates the economic role of compatibility or incompatibility of tied standards for the dynamics
of competition between standards. A replicator model operating on an aggregated level is complemented
by an agent-based simulation that takes into account the network structure among users and by an
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empirical example from the information technology sector. A variety of effects and strategic options of
vendors of the standards are studied, including the role of initial usage share distribution, controlling
the inter-subsectoral compatibility, setting up new competitors, and utilizing properties of the network
such as central or peripheral positioning of agents (Feld’s friendship paradox). The agent-based model
contrasts a complete network and a regular ring network with asymmetric network structures derived
from Baraba`si and Albert’s preferential attachment mechanism and triadic closure. Though this explores
only a small subset of the theoretically possible effects, it may contribute to a better understanding of
strategic interaction in the presence of network externalities.
Keywords: network externalities platform competition standard tying information and
communication technology agent-based modeling replicator dynamics preferential attach-
ment networks
1 Introduction
The digital economy has drawn the attention of economists not only for its growth potential but also for its many
features that are distinct from other, older sectors. The importance of communication and exchange results in heavy
network externalities goods gaining value with the number of users and increasing returns to scale, which are amplified
by the digital nature of the goods (close to zero marginal costs of production) and the dense interconnections between
standards relying on each other.
Besides network externalities, increasing returns, purely digital goods, standard wars, and other phenomena, modern
information economics has shed light on tied standards. This refers to competing standards that correspond and align
to other competing standards in other segments of the sector. To cite a classical example, such a tie exists between
operating systems, web browsers, and office software. Network externalities will then develop not only within but also
across segments. This has a strong implications for the dynamics of the competition but also for the strategic options
of the commercial vendors or public institutions controlling the respective standards. However, features of real-world
networks such as asymmetric, scale-free degree distributions, high clustering and small diameter (small-world property)
also affect the dynamic which puts the problem beyond the reach of simple macro-level models.
The present contribution offers a replicator dynamic model of standard competition with cross-segment ties which is
then extended into an agent-based simulation model that explicitly takes into account the network structure among
the users. A standard replicator equation is used in which the compatibility with and the usage shares of standards
in one or several other segments take the role of the evolutionary fitness. The replicator model yields a first-order
dynamic system that allows to investigate the impact of initial conditions and of compatibility terms. These would
be what governs the strategic actions of major competitors in sectors with densely interconnected standards such as
the information and communication technology.
However, direct interaction between agents on the micro-level sometimes leads to the emergence of non-trivial macro-
level dynamics. Therefore, it is necessary to show that benchmark models operating at an aggregated level will still
work if a micro-layer of massive numbers of interacting agents is included. For this, an agent-based version of the
model is added. The deterministic dynamics resulting from the (aggregated level) replicator model are replaced by
transition probabilities between user groups of standards. For the trivial network structure of a complete graph, this
results in a stochastic dynamic system which is equivalent to the macro-level model in its behavior while for other
network structures, the probabilities change locally, i.e. between agents, depending on their neighborhood.
Obvious strategies to gain an advantage for a competing standard in such a setting include increasing the compatibility
to major competitors in other segments for small competitors, introducing spin-off standards in other segments for
larger competitors, and keeping compatibility to other competitors in some segments low in order to drive these out
of business. These strategies are studied in the replicator dynamic model before the effects of the network structure
are considered using the agent-based simulation. Strategic options based on the network structure, e.g. using Feld’s
friendship paradox, are also briefly discussed.
Section 2 gives a brief literature overview before the model is discussed in section 3. Section 4 proceeds with the
simulation and discussed the results. These analyses are contrasted with some evidence strategic use of standard tying
in the ICT (information and communication technology) sector in section 5; section 6 concludes.
2
2 Literature Review
While there were some earlier considerations of increasing returns in economic theory (see, e.g. [Sraffa, 1926, Young, 1928]),
the specific role of increasing returns to the number of consumers, and thus the phenomenon of network externalities,
was only analyzed to some depth starting in the 1980s.1
There are two major schools to approach the modeling of network externalities: One relies on game theory and
the analysis of equilibria for rational agents in a game theoretic setting. This approach was pioneered by Katz and
Shapiro [Katz and Shapiro, 1985, Katz and Shapiro, 1986] and received much attention and drew a large number of
contributions in the subsequent years; Farrell and Klemperer [Farrell and Klemperer, 2007] provide an overview. The
other line of research emphasized path dependence, self-reinforcing feedbacks, and dynamics. Nelson’s [Nelson, 1968]
replicator dynamic model of technological change may, without directly focusing on network externalities, have
been the first predecessor of this class of models. The tradition of literature fully developed in the 1980s with
David’s [David, 1985, David, 1992] historical analyses and Arthur et al.’s [Arthur et al., 1982, Arthur et al., 1987,
Arthur, 1988, Arthur, 1989] urn scheme (Eggenberger-Po´lya process) models. The consensus between the two tradi-
tions holds that network effects tend to lead to a lock-in with only one alternative as the uncontested standard which
may bring certain disadvantages in the form of technological alternatives that are not viable any more because the
user base concentrates on another, potentially inferior technology.2
As the body of literature and evidence grew, scholars turned to further details including tying of standards across
sectors, or rather across subsectors/segments within a larger sector. As an example, this may be thought of as an
operating system, an office software package, a web browser, a database system and numerous other categories of
software and hardware products that require a certain compatibility with one another in order to work properly.
(For more concrete examples, see section 5.) Many of the larger vendors are active in several or almost all of these
subsectors. It is obvious that network externalities across sectors may also unfold indirectly3 across sectors and that it
opens a large variety of strategic options to any commercial vendor. The idea of tied standards was initially proposed
by Choi [Choi, 2004] and analyzed in a game theory framework. Later, an evolutionary replicator model was put
forward [Heinrich, 2014]; this model will be used and extended for the analysis in the present article.
With recent advances of network theory [Watts and Strogatz, 1998, Baraba´si and Albert, 1999, Va´zquez, 2003] and
their application to the field of technology diffusion and network externality models, it became clear that the result
of swift and complete lock-in and monopolization relied crucially on the implicitly assumed network structure of a
complete network. The properties of different other network structures in this respect including lattice networks,
Watts-Strogatz random graphs (i.e., small world networks), and scale free networks (both Baraba`si-Albert preferential
attachment networks and and Vazquez’ connect nearest neighbor (CNN) networks) were investigated subsequently
[Delre et al., 2007, Lee et al., 2006, Uchida and Shirayama, 2008, Pegoretti et al., 2009]. It was found that networks
with large diameter effectively inhibited complete lock-in [Uchida and Shirayama, 2008]. Small world networks on the
other hand4 resemble the findings of the complete network [Delre et al., 2007, Lee et al., 2006, Pegoretti et al., 2009].
Some of the findings by Uchida and Shirayama [Uchida and Shirayama, 2008] also hint that clustering (CNN instead
of BA scale free networks) may reduce the probability of a lock-in as well.
However, comprehensive studies of mechanisms and market-strategic and economic consequences of complex (tied
multi-sector or multi-segment) network externality systems have yet to be conducted. One difficulty of this is the
dimension of the resulting problems with many free variables the effect of which would need to be systematically
analyzed. This and the need to take the network structure into account suggests simulation as the best option for
this analysis which will form the centerpiece of the present article. This allows not only to investigate the effect of
neighborhood structures but also the possible role and plausibility of strategic use of tying and network externalities.
1Though Demsetz [Demsetz, 1968] quotes an 1859 paper by Chatwick who may have been the first who realized the strategic
consequences for commercial vendors of standards in sectors with network externalities when he distinguished between ”compe-
tition in a market” and ”competition for a market”.
2Aside from these asymptotically stable equilibria, the complete monopolization of the sector for just one alternative, there
is also an unstable tipping-point equilibrium between the basins of attraction of the stable equilibria.
3Note that this is not the same as Katz and Shapiros’s [Katz and Shapiro, 1985] indirect network effect, which is a network
effect that unfolds not directly via the number of users but by means of another mechanism, perhaps reduced costs.
4That is, Watts-Strogatz random graphs with more than a certain threshold of rewired edges, values of around 20% are
suggested. However, the threshold for this phase transition may depend on other environment variables.
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3 A Model of Network Externalities and Tied Standards
3.1 Replicator Dynamic Model with Implicit Network Structure
The present study will be based on a replicator model that largely follows the model proposed in Heinrich [Heinrich, 2014].
The numerical study below requires assuming specific parameter sets. Different values for several of the more inter-
esting parameters (with otherwise plausible parameter settings) will be considered in order to study the sensitivity of
the system with respect to those parameters.
The starting point of the model is a replicator equation5
pi,j,t+1 = pi,j,t(1 + fi,j,t − φj,t)
where pi,j,t are the usage shares of standard i in segment
6 j at time t, fi,j,t is the corresponding individual evolutionary
fitness term of this standard, and φj,t is the average evolutionary fitness in segment j at time t.
φj,t = f
T
j′,tpj′,t
The fitness term must include measures of the size of the standard’s network or usage share and, if tying between
standards across segments is to be taken into account, also such measures for compatible standards in other segments.
Consider the vector of the fitnesses of standards in segment j′ at time t, fj′,t
fj′,t = wj′,j′Aj′pj′,t +
∑
j 6=j′
wj′,jCj′,jpj,t.
where pj,t is the vector of the corresponding population shares, wj′,j are parameters indicating the weight of the
compatibility with standards in segment j on the fitness terms in segment j′, and A and C are matrices of the
compatibilities of standards in two segments (Cj′,j between segments j and j
′) or between standards in the same
segment (A). Let the elements of those matrices be denoted ai′i and ci′i respectively and hold values between 0 and
1 which indicate to what degree standard i is compatible to standard i′ from the point of view of a user of standard
i′. Note that for most technologies, this compatibility structure would be assumed to be symmetric7 but there may
be exceptions.8
Consider for illustrative purposes a system with one segment and two standards. The above function would become(
f1,1,t
f2,1,t
)
= w1,1
(
a11,1,t a12,1,t
a21,1,t a22,1,t
)(
p1,1,t
p2,1,t
)
.
and would not have to contain any cross-segmental compatibility matrices C. In case of a two-segment system with
two standards in each segment, the fitness function would read(
f1,1,t
f2,1,t
)
= w1,1
(
a11,1,t a12,1,t
a21,1,t a22,1,t
)(
p1,1,t
p2,1,t
)
+ w1,2
(
c11,1,2,t c12,1,2,t
c21,1,2,t c22,1,2,t
)(
p1,2,t
p2,2,t
)
. (1)
Note that this is still a very general model except for two aspects: First, the fitness terms resulting from compatibilities
across different segments are additive in this model. They could also9 be connected multiplicatively, but this would
lead to a very strong effect of single segments in a very large model,10 while an additive model allows the effects to
be tuned with the parameters w. Second, no standalone-fitness term (one without relation to network externalities)
5This is a discretization of the canonical form
dpi,j
dt
= pi,j,t(fi,j,t − φj,t)
6This refers to a subsector or one of several types of goods within the same sector such that interacting network externalities
can be expected (as in the above example of operating systems, office software, web browsers etc.). Of course, in reality the
sector association of these segments would not be unique or homogeneous, but different segments and even different standards
within segments would align only to varying degrees. This is reflected in the compatibility matrices A and C in the present
model, which allow the level of interaction of network externalities to be fine-tuned or investigated.
7In formal terms, A would be a symmetric matrix and Cj,j′ would be the transpose of Cj′,j , Cj,j′ = C
T
j′,j . Since a standard
should be perfectly compatible with itself, all main diagonal elements of A should further equal 1.
8For instance, a software may offer to read, open, and transform but not to write file types of a competing software.
9It is unlikely that all network effects follow the same functional form, therefore an approach was chosen that seemed relatively
universal and flexible yet integrates easily with the evolutionary model and the simulation below. For a comprehensive account
of proposed functional forms of network externalities, see Swann [Swann, 2002].
10Incompatibility with all standards in one segment would lead to the fitness term being multiplied by zero for this segment
and, thus, to the overall fitness also being reduced to zero.
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is included. This would only add additional variables without contributing substantially to the purpose of the model,
to investigate and illustrate the effect of compatibility on the development of usage shares and market power.
For this model, the direct effects of different variables can now be studied; particularly of interest is whether the
compatibility terms have a positive or a negative effect. This is derived in appendix A. For the terms of matrix A,
this yields
∂p1,1,t+1
∂a11,1
≥ 0, ∂p1,1,t+1
∂a12,1
≥ 0, ∂p1,1,t+1
∂a21,1
≤ 0, ∂p1,1,t+1
∂a22,1
≤ 0, and, specifically if A is to be symmetric, hence
α = a12,1 = a21,1, further that
∂p1,1,t+1
∂α
> 0 if, and only if 0 < p1, 1, t < 0.5. For the direct influence of the terms of
the inter-segmental compatibility martix C, it is obtained that
∂p1,1,t+1
∂c11,1,2
≥ 0, ∂p1,1,t+1
∂c12,1,2
≥ 0, ∂p1,1,t+1
∂c21,1,2
≤ 0, ∂p1,1,t+1
∂c22,1,2
≤ 0.
However, in the inter-segmental case, there may be irreducible indirect effects that work by first influencing the usage
shares in the other segment and then taking an indirect effect by means of these. This will be discussed in more detail
in section 4.2. The proper way to analyze this is by computing the attractors in this dynamical system and assessing
their stability. For a single segment with two standards with symmetric A and α < 1, this unsurprisingly yields the
result that there are two stable equilibria (the monopolization of the segment by the two standards respectively) and
one unstable tipping equilibrium (for detailed derivation, see appendix B).
This is in agreement with the present analysis and the previous literature: network externalities must, if present,
have a very strong effect towards asymmetric market power and usage shares and ultimately towards monopolization.
However, the analysis becomes much more complex for multi-segmental versions of the model in which more than one
compatibility matrix remains. In fact, non-trivial indirect effects appear as well as is shown below. To analyze this
more deeply and comprehensively before proceeding to agent-based versions of the model, Monte Carlo simulations
were conducted and are discussed in section 4.2.
3.2 Agent-Based Simulation Model with Explicit Network Structure
Macro-level models like the replicator dynamics above and like many of the network externality models in the literature
generally assume a complete network between the agents and often also - sometimes depending on the interpretation
- generally homogeneous agents. This does not live up to accurately representing what is observed in the real world.
The purpose of those models, creating simplified mathematical representations of the real world in order to identify
general characteristics, should therefore be complemented by analyses that drop these simplifications, that allow for
heterogeneity and, perhaps more importantly, for a greater variety of network structures. It must be shown that the
general characteristics identified in macro-level models continue to hold there. Further, the effect of network structures
can be investigated as can be mechanisms that rely on their characteristics (the friendship paradox as addressed in a
simulation in section 4.3 for instance).
The proper tool for such an analysis is agent-based modeling and simulation [Pyka and Fagiolo, 2005, Elsner et al., 2015,
Gra¨bner, 2015]. Specifically, the aggregated level development equations from the above replicator model are dropped;
agents are modelled explicitly and are periodically allowed to reconsider their adoption decision. In doing so, they
do take network externalities into account but only those that arise from their direct neighbors. That is, connections
indicate nothing more and nothing less than the potential need to interact by making use of the standard in question
such that the choice of the connected neighbor causes an external effect on the agent.11 This would, in turn, prompt
the agent to take her information about previous adoption decisions by neighbors into account in her own adoption
decision. It is reasonable to assume that agents are perfectly informed about their neighbors adoption decisions, since
the network externality gives incentive to try to be coordinated and neighbors would therefore have an incentive to
announce their adoption decisions both immediately and truthfully. In order to keep the model close and comparable
to the aggregated level replicator model above, the future population shares pi,j,t+1 in the replicator model are used
as probabilities for the agent to adopt the respective technologies, hence
pi,j,t+1 = p
L
i,j,t(1 + f
L
i,j,t − φLj,t)
with
fLj′,t = wj′,j′Aj′p
L
j′,t +
∑
j 6=j′
wj′,jCj′,jp
L
j,t.
φLj,t = (f
L
j′,t)
T pLj′,t
where the variables with superscript L indicate quantities in the immediate neighborhood of the respective agent that
are not necessarily constant across the network. Furthermore the usage shares pLj′,t are absolute, not relative, usage
shares, that is non-adopters count as a seperate share which means that agents who encounter no adopters in their
neighborhood will also not adopt any technologies (since all adoption probabilities are then multiplied with 0), agents
11A potential extension for a more elaborate model would be to consider links of different strength; the present model considers
just one type and strength of links, hence a non-weighted network.
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with a small share of adopters in their vicinity will also only have a small (but positive) share to join a standard’s
usage network.
Five network structures will be studied:
1. Complete network. All agents are direct neighbors of all other agents. This should correspond most directly
to the aggregated level replicator model above (with minor changes, such as a stochastic term for the agent’s
technology adoption decision instead of deterministic development equations for the shares). It is meant as a
mere benchmark case.
2. Regular 1-d grid. Agents are arranged in a circle and directly connected to n neighbors (out of a total of N
agents) to both sides. For the following simulations the parameter setting n = 30, N = 1000 are used. Grid
networks are known to have constant betweenness centrality, high clustering, and a large diameter relative to
the number of vertices. As discussed in the literature review above, they tend to cancel out monopolization
effects in network externality models of technology diffusion.
3. Baraba`si-Albert preferential attachment networks. Starting with one agent, new agents are added and connected
to k nodes with a probability proportional to their current degree (number of direct neighbors). This produces
a heavily asymmetric degree distribution which is, in fact, scale free; such networks are known to also have a
small diameter. The parameter settings used below are k = 2, N = 1000.
4. Baraba`si-Albert preferential attachment networks with triadic closure. Since real-world networks tend to be
highly clustered, something which is not the case for Baraba`si-Albert networks, clustering is increased here by
using triadic closure. m open triads, unconnected nodes which have a common neighbor, are randomly selected
and closed. The parameter setting used in the simulations below is k = 1, N = 1000, m = 1000 which gives the
network as many edges as network (3) but a larger diameter. Note that triadic closure is similar to Va´zquez’
[Va´zquez, 2003] connect nearest neighbor (CNN) network generating mechanism: as nodes of higher degree are
more likely to be selected, this should increase the asymmetry of the degree distribution (and indeed combine
two power-law generating mechanisms).
5. Baraba`si-Albert preferential attachment networks with triadic closure like network (4) but with parameters
k = 2, N = 1000, m = 1000 which gives the network a diameter similar to that of network (3) but higher
density.
These five structures cover both basic benchmark cases for comparison with the simple aggregated level replicator
(the complete network, and, to a lesser extent, the grid network) and network structures that include many realistic
features also observed in real life networks including clustering (grid network, preferential attachment with triadic
closure) and small diameter (small-world property) as well as scale-free degree distribution (preferential attachment
networks). The literature discussed in section 2 offers some guidance on what to expect in models with these network
structures: clustering should tend to reduce network externalities and subsequent monopolization effects, high density
and scale-free degree distributions may counteract this reduction.
4 Simulation Analysis
Simulation offers a convenient and reliable method to study the behavior of complex systems at least in parts of their
potentially vast possibility space. With the limits of analytical resolvability of the general model exhausted in the
face of a large number of free parameters, this section first turns to Monte Carlo simulation to study the development
of some representatives of the general class of models before proceeding to agent-based simulation in order to analyze
effects of the network structure and to verify that the general characteristics derived for the aggregated level model
continue to hold with an agent-based micro-level.
4.1 Experimental Design
Most of the following simulation studies will consider two segment models with two standards in each of them (hence
quadratic 2 × 2 matrices A and C). It is further assumed that all standards are ”tied” to one other standard in the
other segment, hance havong higher compatibility with this that with the other one; for convenience the first standard
in both segments and the second standard in both segments are considered ”tied” (hence c11 will for instance generally
be larger than c12 except in runs in which variation of these terms is studied). Matrices C1,2 and C2,1 are assumed to
be transposes, i.e. inter-segmental compatibility is symmetric.12
12The parameters for the fitness weight of the two segments will be set to 1 for intra-segmental influence, w1,1 = w2,2 = 1,
and 2 for inter-segmental influence, w1,2 = w2,1 = 2 but some of the runs will be contrasted by runs without intra-segmental
network effect (hence, w1,1 = w2,2 = 0) in order to show a more pronounced inter-segmental effect.
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(a) Grid (multiple ring)
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(d) Preferential attachment with triadic closure (with diameter
similar to (1b))
Figure 1: Networks of different types (grid, preferential attachment, and preferential attachment with triadic
closure). Nodes (agents) with particularly high betweenness centrality highlighted; illustration generated by
the python-networkx module.
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The specific effects that are to be studied with either aggregated level Monte Carlo simulation (MC) or agent-based
simulation (ABM) are:
1. effect of the initial usage share of standard i, pi,j,0, on the development of its usage share, hence on pi,j,t(MC)
2. effect of the initial usage share of standard i in segment j, pi,j,0 on the development of the usage share of a
standard in segment j′ that is ”tied” to standard i, hence on pi′,j′,t (MC)
3. effect of the inter-segmental compatibility with a standard in segment j′ that is ”tied” to standard i in segment
j, cii,j,j′ , on pi,j,t (MC)
4. effect of the inter-segmental compatibility with a standard in segment j′ that is ”tied” to another standard but
i in segment j, cii′,j,j′ , on pi,j,t (MC)
5. interaction of the two inter-segmental compatibility terms on pi,j,t (MC)
6. effect of reducing the the inter-segmental compatibility with a standard in segment j′ that is ”tied” to another
standard but i in segment j, cii′,j,j′ , after a certain threshold th in terms of network size compared to the other
standard is reached on pi,j,t (MC)
7. effect of expanding into another segment j′ by the vendor of standard i in segment j establishing a new standard
with higher inter-segmental compatibility with i, cii∗,j,j′ , (with a very small but positive initial usage share) on
pj,t and pj′,t (MC)
8. effect of the initial usage share of standard i in segment j before expanding into segment j′ as described above
on pj,t and pj′,t (MC)
9. effect of the inter-segmental compatibility between standard i in segment j and its new subsidiary in segment
j′, cii∗,j,j′ , when expanding as described above on pj,t and pj′,t (MC)
10. interaction of the network structure with the effect of initial usage share (effect 1, ABM)
11. interaction of the network structure with the effect of inter-segmental compatibility with a ”tied” standard
(effect 3, ABM)
12. interaction of the network structure with the effect of inter-segmental compatibility with another but the ”tied”
standard (effect 4, ABM)
13. effect of the initial total usage shares,
∑
i pi,j,0, on the development of the relative usage shares in the same and
”tied” segments, pj,t and pj′,t
14. effect of Feld’s [Feld, 1991] friendship paradox, the fact that an agent’s neighbors (”friends”) in a network with
asymmetric degree distribution do on average have more neighbors and are thus more central. This effect has
been proposed to be used in various fields, most importantly, immunisation against infectious diseases in order to
contain epidemics in a complex social network. The suggested procedure works by selecting a random neighbor
(friend) of arbitrarily chosen agents. The effect of this procedure applied to the initial users of one of two
competing standards on the final usage share of this standard is studied for the network structures listed above.
The simulation study starts by investigating effects 1 through 9 in one-, two-, and (in case of effects 1 - 4) three-segment
replicator models. These are fully deterministic, hence a single-run Monte Carlo simulation suffices. For this part of
the study, the variable of interest as indicated in the list above is varied while the other parameters are kept constant.
If not indicated otherwise, the parameters for the following Monte Carlo simulations are set as follows: A =(
1 0.9
0.9 1
)
, C =
(
0.1 0
0 0.1
)
, w1,1 = w2,2 = 1, w1,2 = w2,1 = 2; the settings for the initial usage shares
vary according to the scenario needed for the study of the respective effect.
The agent-based simulation follows the same principle (just one effect or variable is varied ceteris paribus) but with 100
runs per effect and setting with all studies repeated for all five network types under investigation. The illustrations in
figures 11 through 15 show the average and the 90% intervals. The most central purpose of the agent-based simulation
is to confirm that the findings of the aggregated level models persist in the agent-based version. Further, the effects
of the network structure etc. are to be assessed.
4.2 Monte Carlo Simulation of the Replicator Dynamic Model
4.2.1 One-Segment Setting
For comparison to the two-segment model below, a one segment Monte Carlo simulation is included to show the effect
of p1 (figure 2a) with A =
(
1 0.9
0.9 1
)
and of a12 with A =
(
1 0.9
a12 1
)
and pt=0 =
(
0.3
0.7
)
(figure 2b). The
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results are as predicted analytically in section (3.1), but it becomes clear that a high one-way compatibility (a12 but
not a21) can help recovering from an inferior position with low usage share but only if a12 exceeds a certain threshold
(which is between 0.4 and 0.5 for the current settings). From the theoretical analysis in section 3.1 and appendices A
and B it becomes clear that this must be the case for all models of this type. For the multi-segment models, however,
this is less easy to assess.
4.2.2 Effect of Initial Usage Share (Effects 1, 2)
In figures (3) it can be seen that initial usage shares in both segments matter in the currently studied case of tied
standards, both have a positive effect on the final usage shares (and dominance of the two segments) and this always
happens in conjunction for the two tied standards, if one succeeds, the other succeeds as well. The two figures give the
development in the first (upper graphs) and the second (lower graphs) segments for both the basic setting as defined
above (3a) and the setting without intra-segmental effects (hence more pronounced inter-segmental effect, 3b). Note
that the tipping equilibrium at pj,tmax =
(
0.5
0.5
)
that results from one of the runs in both settings is unstable and
would not occur in either the agent-based version or a simple stochastic version of the model. Larger multi-segment
models yield similar results as seen in figure 9a for a three-segment model.13
4.2.3 Effect of Inter-Segmental Compatibility with Tied Partner Standard (Effect 3)
Starting with slightly asymmetric initial usage shares, p1,0 =
(
0.3
0.7
)
, p2,0 =
(
0.6
0.4
)
, the compatibility term of the
first (tied) standards in both segments is increased beyond the basic setting of c11 = 0.1. For the basic setting, this
would result in the tied pair being eliminated (as was seen in figure 3), but high enough (about c = 0.135 in the basic
setting, figure 5a) inter-segmental compatibility recovers their dominance simultaneously in both segments as seen in
figure 5.
4.2.4 Effect of Inter-Segmental Compatibility with Other Standard(s) (Effect 4)
Increasing the compatibility with the other standard (not the tied partner standard) from c12 = 0.0 towards c12 = 0.1
does not stop the decline of a pair of tied standards in an inferior position (low usage shares), not even when it
approaches c12 = 0.1 at which point the standard could be considered tied to both standards in the other segment.
Standards in a superior position can, however, speed up their development to dominance of its segment at the expense
of its tied partner in the other segment as shown in figure 4. It should be noted, that this is, however, not a monotonic
process as maintaining incompatibility with the opposing team of tied standards would at the same time slow the
initial increase in usage shares and make the approach of complete dominance after this initial phase significantly
faster. This constitutes a true indirect effect that works via usage shares in the other segment and contradicts the
direct effects analyzed in the theoretical model above in appendix A where it was found that any compatibility with
a standard i has a positive direct effect on its usage share - this is evidently superseeded by an indirect effect in
the present case. Figure 9b shows that the same effect is present in multi-segment (here three-segment) models with
similar setup.14
4.2.5 Interaction of Inter-Segmental Compatibilities with Tied Partner and Other Standards
(Effect 5)
Figure 6 shows the effect of increasing c12 simultaneously to a higher c11 = 0.14 as studied in the run depicted in figure
5a. Also in this case, a quicker increase in usage share can be obtained at the expense of the tied partner standard in
the other segment by increasing the compatibility to its competitor.
13The three-segment model uses the same matrices A for all segments and the basic inter-segmental compatibility matrices
C =
(
0.1 0
0 0.1
)
between segments 1 and 3 and between segments 2 and 3 while only varying c12 between segments 1 and 2.
(w1,1 = w2,2 = w3,3 = 1, w1,2 = w2,1 = w3,1 = w1,3 = w3,2 = w2,3 = 2.)
14For the specifications of the three-segment run, see footnote 13.
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Figure 2: One-segment model
4.2.6 Compatibility Reduction (Effect 6)
A standard in a pair of compatible standards but with comparatively low usage share may try to improve its position
by increasing compatibility (c12) to (the) other standard(s) in the other segment - or there may just accidentally be
some basic compatibility between all standards. When is it time, if at all, to reduce that compatibility? Figure 7
shows a setting with a slightly different compatibility matrix C =
(
0.103 0.05
0 0.1
)
and assumes that a standard’s
vendor is theoretically capable to reduce compatibility terms by inserting artificial obstacles preventing interaction
between the standards. In these simulation runs, c12 is reduced to 0 if the usage share of standard 1 in segment 1,
p1,1,t reaches a threshold level than th ×max(p2,t). The analytical findings above suggest that compatibility results
in positive direct effects, hence any positive result of reducing compatibility would be expected to originate from an
indirect effect. Figure 7 suggests that this is actually the case and that it takes a form similar to the findings in the
runs in figure 4 above.
4.2.7 Expansion into the Other Segment (Effects 7, 8, 9)
The commercial vendor of a standard in segment 1, standard i = 1 which is dissatisfied with her standard’s com-
patibility with standards in segment j may consider to expand into this segment creating a standard with a higher
compatibility with i = 1. Starting with the basic setup as introduced above, a new standard in segment 2 is created
with an initial usage share of p3,2,t = 0.01 and the compatibility matrices are changed to A2 =
 1 0.9 0.90.9 1 0.9
0.9 0.9 1
,
C =
(
0.1 0 c13
0 0.1 0
)
. Both the effect of the usage share of standard i in segment 1 (with c13 = 0.2) and the com-
patibility term with the new standard c13 (with p1,1,0 = 0.45) are studied with the remainder of the second segment
initially shared with p2,0 =
(
0.5
0.5
)
between the initial two standards in this segment (figure 8). It is shown that the
newly introduced standard is quickly able to corner the second segment (improving the position of standard i in the
first segment in the process) if the usage of standard i in the first segment was large enough before expanding into the
second segment.
4.3 Agent-Based Simulation
The agent-based simulation is conducted in two steps: First, it is to be shown that the characteristic effects found
for the macro-level replicator model either in the analytical setup or in the Monte Carlo simulations above, are still
present in the agent-based version (otherwise they might be accidental results of the macro-level model). Second, the
impact of the network structure and that of the initial share of total adopters (
∑
i pi,j,t) can be investigated.
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Figure 3: Two-segment model: Effect of initial usage share
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Figure 4: Two-segment model: Effect of inter-segmental compatibility between tied partner standards, c11
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Figure 5: Two-segment model: Effect of inter-segmental compatibility between other standards, c12
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Figure 6: Interaction between inter-segmental compatibility terms between tied partners and other standards,
c11 and c12
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Figure 7: Effect of inter-segmental compatibility reduction
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Figure 8: Effect of expansion into the second segment
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Figure 9: Three segment simulation run
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The agent-based simulations use the same parameter setup as the Monte Carlo simulations (where not indicated
otherwise). Further, where not indicated otherwise, they start with
∑
i pi,j,t = 0.75 in both segments (25% of the
agents as non-adopters). A single time step indicates one agent reevaluating her adoption decisions, i.e. with N = 1000
agents and tmax = 10000 time steps, the average agent will reevaluate her decision 10 times. As seen below, this leads
to a rather slow development compared to what is to be expected in the real world and compared to the replicator
dynamic above.
Figure 10 shows the result of 9 example runs in a complete network for 9 different initial relative shares of the second
segment while the first segment is divided p1,0 =
(
0.6
0.4
)
for all 9 runs. The simulations show that the monopolization
towards the pair of tied standards with the larger overall usage share as predicted above does occur and that it does
occur in both segments. This was to be expected since this case used the complete network. Results for all network
structures under consideration here (for 100 runs per setting) are found in a more compressed form (not the entire
development, just the final usage shares) in figure 11. As would be expected, the resulting curve is s-shaped with
very asymmetric starting distributions converging to monopolization much quicker; the effect can be reproduced for
all network structures.
To a somewhat lesser degree, this does also hold for the effects of inter-segmental compatibility as analyzed above and
as shown in the results of agent-based studies in figures 13 and 12. Considerable variation remains for some parameter
values and some network structures; for the k = 1 preferential attachment network with triadic closure (diagram D
in figures 12 and 13), the effects are much less pronounced than for the other network types, but certainly remain
detectable. The effects are strongest in the case of the complete network (diagrams A) and the regular grid (diagrams
B). Interestingly, this can also be said for values between p1 = 0.2 and p1 = 0.8 in the effect of the initial usage share
in figure 11. Here too, the preferential attachment networks (and to a lesser degree the grid network in diagram B)
lead to slightly less pronounced effect. The effect is clearly detectable but with a lot or variation in the center the clear
s-shape of the curve does not appear to emerge in these cases. The most likely explanation for this is that asymmetric
network structures (C through E) allow for more isolated (even clustered in cases D and E) subcommunities and
consequently tend to preserve initial usage shares compared to any outside effects homogenizing the network.
The effect of the initial total usage share (
∑
i pi,j,0) is given in figure 14. Starting from an initial equal sharing
(pj,0 =
(
0.5
0.5
)
) between the standards, the shares of the then largest standard are studied after tmax = 10000 time
steps. While the complete network leads to an asymmetric final distribution, particularly if the initial total usage
share was low, this is not so much the case for the other network structure; particularly network structure D (k = 1
preferential attachment network with triadic closure) does not deviate far from the initial distribution pj,0 =
(
0.5
0.5
)
and also has a markedly lower standard deviation. This is probably also a result of the presence of multitudes of
isolated clusters.
Finally, Feld’s [Feld, 1991] friendship paradox as introduced above is studied with the results shown in figure 15.
Unsurprisingly, it is found to have no effect in the network structures with homogeneous degree distributions (complete
network and regular grid, A and B) while for all other network structures, this leads to the s-shaped curve being changed
to a concave one with the lower end (low initial shares) being inflated upwards, hence developing to moderately high
to high final usage shares as a result of the well-connected initial adopters. It should be noted that commercial vendors
frequently seek to employ such a strategy (trying to win over more well-connected individuals first) by approaching
institutions like universities with favorable contracts etc.
5 Evidence from the ICT Sector
While the literature does not offer any previous models on strategic use of network externalities and market power
in the case of tied standards, there is a small literature tradition on product bundling [Choi, 2004, Nalebuff, 2004,
Miao, 2010, Eisenmann et al., 2011] and there are some empirical observations that strongly imply the systematic
employment of such strategies. This section will discuss a few examples from the ICT sector.
Luksha [Luksha, 2008] recounts several cases of cooptation of organizational networks (supplier networks, user net-
works) by a dominant firm for its own purposes. His examples include Microsoft as the dominant player in the PC
operating systems’ segment forcing cooperation between the two major competitors in the PC processor segment
(which is clearly tied to PC operating systems), Intel and AMD. Luksha also identifies firms that actively shape and
coordinate their user networks, namely Sun (then the vendor of a wide array of IT products including Java, Staroffice,
MySQL, Solaris), Google, and Intel. Luksha does not go into detail on this, but it is clear that this activity is targeted
on entrenching and extending the dominant position and the usage shares of the various products. This can be done
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Figure 10: Development of usage shares in a two-segment model with two standards each, complete network,
initial total usage shares 0.75. Absolute shares on the left hand side (blue curve: shares of standard 1, p1,
the green curve gives 1 − p2, i.e. if read with an inverted scale the shares of standard 2), relative shares on
the right hand side.
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Figure 11: Initial relative usage shares: Final usage share of standard 1, p1, depending on its initial relative
usage shares, average and 90% interval of 100 runs for each setting. Network structures: (A) complete
network, (B) regular ring grid, (C) Baraba`si-Albert, (D) k = 1 Baraba`si-Albert with triadic closure, (E)
k = 2 Baraba`si-Albert with triadic closure.
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Figure 12: Inter-segmental compatibility: Final usage share of standard 1, p1, depending on inter-segmental
compatibility with the tied partner standard, average and 90% interval of 100 runs for each setting. Network
structures: (A) complete network, (B) regular ring grid, (C) Baraba`si-Albert, (D) k = 1 Baraba`si-Albert
with triadic closure, (E) k = 2 Baraba`si-Albert with triadic closure.
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Figure 13: Inter-segmental compatibility: Final usage share of standard 1, p1, depending on inter-segmental
compatibility with standards other than the tied partner, average and 90% interval of 100 runs for each
setting. Network structures: (A) complete network, (B) regular ring grid, (C) Baraba`si-Albert, (D) k = 1
Baraba`si-Albert with triadic closure, (E) k = 2 Baraba`si-Albert with triadic closure.
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Figure 14: Initial total usage shares: Final usage share of largest standard in segment 1, max(p1, p2), depend-
ing on initial total usage shares, average and 90% interval of 100 runs for each setting. Network structures:
(A) complete network, (B) regular ring grid, (C) Baraba`si-Albert, (D) k = 1 Baraba`si-Albert with triadic
closure, (E) k = 2 Baraba`si-Albert with triadic closure.
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Figure 15: Friendship paradox: Final usage share of standard 1, p1, depending on its initial relative usage
shares with (left hand side) and without (left hand side) more central initial adopters for standard 1 (friendship
paradox), average and 90% interval of 100 runs for each setting. Network structures: (A) complete network,
(B) regular ring grid, (C) Baraba`si-Albert, (D) k = 1 Baraba`si-Albert with triadic closure, (E) k = 2
Baraba`si-Albert with triadic closure.
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by bundling products (across tied segments), particularly, in case of firms that offer a wide variety of related products
like Sun (at the time), Google, Apple, and Microsoft. It can also be accomplished by acquiring more well-connected
users (say, university students and faculty) and perhaps by coercing the help of prominent institutions (say, by offering
special deals to universities) - in fact, aggressive marketing to otherwise privileged user groups is rather common. The
case of Sun’s Java offers a prime example of a huge marketing campaign that was run to position the new standard in
the mid 1990s, probably in full awareness of the intricacies of network externalities [Garud et al., 2002].
Further, many successful commercial ICT standards started out by securing a temporary bundling or at least a licensing
cooperation with one of the major players in a tied subsector: Microsoft’s success in the 1980s came after (and as
a direct consequence of) its alliance with IBM in the 1970s; one of the first strategic actions of Sun’s deployment
of Java in 1995 was a licensing agreement with Microsoft [Garud et al., 2002]; the three successful mobile operating
systems (Android, iOS, Windows Mobile) were established by major vendors of other (tied) standards, the Google
search engine (in combination with other Google online services) in case of Android and PC operating systems in
case of Apple’s iOS and Microsoft’s Windows Mobile. Sure enough they swiftly displaced the early mobile operating
systems by less well-positioned vendors, such as Blackberry and Symbian [West and Mace, 2010].
More recently there has been speculation about which segment is likely to determine the future development of the
ongoing mobile device platform competition with some scholars arguing that attracting third-party developers is
the most important aspect [Ghazawneh and Henfridsson, 2013] while others contend that mobile online services (app
stores, integration with social networks) play a crucial role compared to more traditional (software and hardware)
segments [Kenney and Pon, 2011]. Specifically, the platforms that emerged as superior, Apple iOS, Google Android,
and Windows Mobile were identified as those able to generate revenue in those services. An interesting strategy
may be that of Google, which generates its revenue and the network externalities crucial in keeping the platform
competitive in entirely different segments [Kenney and Pon, 2011]. Note, however, that this particular analysis in
[Kenney and Pon, 2011] does not place too much value on the integration of and compatibility among the segments;
as the simulations above suggest, this may be another crucial effect, which may be at the bottom of the success of the
tightly closed Apple platform.
6 Conclusions
One of the open problems of the economic analysis of information and communication technologies is the problem of
”tied” segments, i.e. in segments that are subject not only to network externalities originating in the same segments
but also to those that unfold in other, connected segments. A practical example is provided by the large number of
integrated software products in the ICT sector with the vendors of these products partly locked in fierce battles for
dominance of one segment or another, and partly engaged in quests of integrating their products across segments and
cementing their commanding position in those markets.
The present article proposed a model for the analysis of standards in tied segments. Starting with a macro-level
replicator dynamic, an agent-based version with a plausible micro-level was added. The complexity of both models
required their analysis by means of simulation methods, Monte Carlo simulations in the case of the replicator dynamic,
agent-based simulations in the case of the fully agent based model. This approach allowed a number of effects to be
studied including the central role of initial usage shares and - in many cases - compatibility with other standards
within and across segments. There are, however, a number of limitations to this finding: Reducing compatibility with
certain other standards may be a strategically preferable option for successful standards (that is, those with a large
usage share), the effect of compatibility terms is much less pronounced in user network structures with asymmetric
degree distributions and especially in those with local clusters (introduced in this case by triadic closure), and many
network structures tend to preserve at least isolated niches of competing standards.
Other strategic options such as expanding into other segments and focusing on well-connected agents when trying to
establish an initial installed base (here modeled using Feld’s friendship paradox) were studied as well. However, the
number of potentially available strategies is certainly far larger. Some possible examples for the identified effects were
studied in section 5. While it may appear trivial that tying between segments, possibly into large integrated platforms
as well as the management of compatibility within and between platforms is crucial for competitors in industries with
network extermalities, these effects and their interaction have not yet been investigated systematically. More complex
strategies, that rely on the network structure (such as appealing to more well-connected users as discussed above) do
exist and interfere with the simple effects.
The present study was only able to cover a small part of the possibility space of the general model it was guided
by. Only a selection of effects, strategies and environmental factors (including just five network structures) could be
analyzed even though the results are promising and in agreement with the - more general - previous literature on
network externalities.
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However, the present analysis has identified some general features, such as the existence of various basins of attraction,
the role of network structures, and the nature of interference between effects. The exact shapes including the sizes of
the basins of attraction, the tipping points, the relative strengths of the effects would change depending on the details
of the models. The study of those details would have to be conducted on a calibrated version of a model that would
take the industry-specific characteristics into account.
For many helpful and instructive comments and discussions, I am grateful to Sidonia von Proff, Ben Vermeulen,
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Economy 2015, and the Conference on Complex Systems 2015. All remaining errors are my own.
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A Derivation of the Marginal Effects of the Compatibility Terms
in the 2-Segment Replicator Model
From equation (1) the evolutionary fitness of standard 1 in segment 1 follows as
f1,1,t = w1,1a11,1p1,1,t + w1,1a12,1p2,1,t + w1,2c11,1,2p1,2,t + w1,2c12,1,2p2,2,t
(and analogously that for standard 2 in segment 1). The average fitness in segment 1 is
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φ1,t = w1,1a11,1p
2
1,1,t + w1,1a12,1p2,1,tp1,1,t + w1,1a21,1p1,1,tp2,1,t + w1,1a22,1p
2
2,1,t
+w1,2c11,1,2p1,2,tp1,1,t + w1,2c12,1,2p2,2,tp1,1,t + w1,2c21,1,2p1,2,tp2,1,t
+w1,2c22,1,2p2,2,tp2,1,t
and the usage share of standard 1 in segment 1 at time t+ 1 follows as
p1,1,t+1 = p1,1,t + w1,1a11,1p
2
1,1,t + w1,1a12,1p2,1,tp1,1,t + w1,2c11,1,2p1,2,tp1,1,t + w1,2c12,1,2p2,2,tp1,1,t
−w1,1a11,1p31,1,t − w1,1a12,1p2,1,tp21,1,t − w1,1a21,1p21,1,tp2,1,t − w1,1a22,1p22,1,tp1,1,t − w1,2c11,1,2p1,2,tp21,1,t
−w1,2c12,1,2p2,2,tp21,1,t − w1,2c21,1,2p1,2,tp2,1,tp1,1,t − w1,2c22,1,2p2,2,tp2,1,tp1,1,t.
and for p2,1,t+1 analogously. The direct effects of different variables can now be studied; particularly the compatibility
terms are of interest. For the terms of matrix A,
∂p1,1,t+1
∂a11,1
= w1,1p
2
1,1,t − a11,1p31,1,t ≥ 0
∂p1,1,t+1
∂a12,1
= w1,1p2,1,tp1,1,t − w1,1p2,1,tp21,1,t ≥ 0
∂p1,1,t+1
∂a21,1
= −w1,1p21,1,tp2,1,t ≤ 0
∂p1,1,t+1
∂a22,1
= −w1,1p22,1,tp1,1,t ≤ 0
and, specifically if A is to be symmetric, hence α = a12,1 = a21,1,
∂p1,1,t+1
∂α
= w1,1p2,1,tp1,1,t − 2w1,1p2,1,tp21,1,t
which is
∂p1,1,t+1
∂α
> 0 if, and only, if 0 < p1, 1, t < 0.5.
The direct influence of the terms of the inter-segmental compatibility matrix C are obtained in the same way as
∂p1,1,t+1
∂c11,1,2
= w1,2p1,2,tp1,1,t − w1,2p1,2,tp21,1,t ≥ 0
∂p1,1,t+1
∂c12,1,2
= w1,2p2,2,tp1,1,t − w1,2p2,2,tp21,1,t ≥ 0
∂p1,1,t+1
∂c21,1,2
= −w1,2p1,2,tp2,1,tp1,1,t ≤ 0
∂p1,1,t+1
∂c22,1,2
= −w1,2p2,2,tp2,1,tp1,1,t ≤ 0.
B Equilibrium and Stability Analysis of the Symmetric 2-Segment
Replicator Model
In this case, we have
A =
(
1 α
α 1
)
p1,1,t+1 = p1,1,t + w1,1p
2
1,1,t + w1,1α(1− p1,1,t)p1,1,t − w1,1p31,1,t − w1,1α(1− p1,1,t)p21,1,t − w1,1αp21,1,t(1− p1,1,t)
−w1,1(1− p1,1,t)2p1,1,t
= p1,1,t + w1,1p1,1,t(1− p1,1,t)(p1,1,t + α− αp1,1,t − αp1,1,t − (1− p1,1,t))
= p1,1,t + w1,1p1,1,t(1− p1,1,t)(2p1,1,t − 2αp1,1,t − 1 + α)
= p1,1,t + w1,1p1,1,t(1− p1,1,t)(1− α)(2p1,1,t − 1)
= −2w1,1(1− α)p31,1,t + 3w1,1(1− α)p21,1,t + (1− (1− α)w1,1)p1,1,t
which has the equilibrium set (most easily seen from the second-to last form)
0 = w1,1p1,1(1− p1,1)(1− α)(2p1,1 − 1)
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with solutions (assuming w1,1 6= 0)
p∗1,1,1 = 0 p
∗
1,1,2 = 1 p
∗
1,1,3 = 0.5
and stability conditions following from the system’s eigenvalue λ (linearized for the equilibria) with the equilibrium
being stable if, and only if, |λ| < 1.
λ =
∂p1,1,t+1(p1,1,t)
∂p1,1,t
= −6w1,1(1− α)p21,1,t + 6w1,1(1− α)p1,1,t + (1− (1− α)w1,1),
thus
λ(p∗1,1,1) = λ(0) = (1− (1− α)w1,1
λ(p∗1,1,2) = λ(1) = (1− (1− α)w1,1
λ(p∗1,1,3) = λ(0.5) =
1
2
(1− α)w1,1 + 1.
The first two equilibria are thus stable if w1,1 is small enough in comparison to α,
15 specifically if 2 > (1−α)w1,1. These
are the monopolization equilibria. The third equilibrium, the tipping point, is never stable. An equilibrium and stabil-
ity analysis for the continuous form of the system for specific numerical examples with non-vanishing inter-segmental
compatibility matrix (but vanishing intra-segmental compatibility term) is conducted in Heinrich [Heinrich, 2014] with
very similar results (i.e. stable monopolization equilibria but unstable tipping point equilibrium).
15If w1,1 is too large, the discrete system is not an adequate discretization to the continuous system from which it is derived
above as the discrete form would in this case not only destabilize the equilibria but also likely violate the restrictions of
0 ≤ pi,j,t ≤ 1 which must hold since the pi,j,t are usage shares.
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